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Introduction

Osteochondromas are the most common benign bone lesions and represent 20-50% of all benign bone tumors. It can 

present as large swelling with cauliflower appearance and covered by a cap of cartilage.

 An 11-years–old female patient presented with a giant 

osteochondroma on posterior aspect of proximal tibia with 

primary concern of cosmesis, claudication after 10 minutes of 

brisk walk and limitation of deep knee flexion.

 On clinical assessment: peripheral pulses (ATA,PTA) were 

palpable however, there was difference in pulse volume as 

compare to contralateral side .there was loss of temperature and 

tactile sensation on the medial aspect of affected leg.
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MRI revealed a large Bi-lobbed irregular lesion measuring 
7X12X7cms arising from proximal tibia posteriorly with cartilaginous 
cap measuring 1cm in thickness. CT angio showed blockade of the 
popliteal artery with well-developed collaterals..

Pre-operative imaging

 Managing Giant Osteochondromas has been heralded with the

possibilities of imminent neurological or vascular compromise. 

 The notion to resect these lesions after skeletal maturity to avoid 

recurrences can seem problematic at times.

 In our case we were faced with similar dilemma where patient had 

established claudication and neural complication had just started to 

appear 

 Early excision of the tumor resulted in improvement in cosmesis,

no claudication, restoration of sensation and deep knee flexion.

 It is worth to underscore that surgical resection is proven to be the 

appropriate treatment method ensuring high success rates.(1)

Discussion

Post-op X-rays

Intra-operative

Case presentation

Large and aggressive osteochondromas can endanger nearby neurovascular bundle with potentially serious sequelae. 

Early excision can prevent further complication.
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